Combined reperfusion strategies in ST-segment elevation MI: Rationale and current role

**ABSTRACT**

Primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is the preferred reperfusion strategy for ST-elevation myocardial infarction (MI), but most patients do not arrive at a PCI facility within the recommended 90 minutes of first medical contact. If delay is expected, timely thrombolysis is recommended, followed by early transfer for PCI. The authors review the rationale behind three combined reperfusion strategies—facilitated PCI, pharmacoinvasive therapy, and rescue PCI—and data on their effectiveness.

**KEY POINTS**

When the expected door-to-balloon time is less than 90 minutes and the door-to-balloon time minus the door-to-needle time is less than 60 minutes, the preferred approach is PCI not preceded by thrombolysis.

Evidence suggests that routine early (but not immediate) PCI—ie, 2 to 6 hours after thrombolysis—is beneficial, particularly in patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI.

Hospitals and emergency services should participate in community-based and regional systems of care, with standardized protocols to ensure expeditious transfer and prompt reperfusion.

Prehospital thrombolysis followed by early transfer to a PCI facility as part of a community-based system of care may further improve outcomes of patients with very long transfer times.
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*EFFECTIVE AND RAPID REPERFUSION is crucial in patients with acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (MI). The preferred strategy for reperfusion—when it can be performed in a timely fashion at an experienced facility—is primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), which produces outcomes superior to those of pharmacologic thrombolysis.*

Unfortunately, in the United States about half of patients present to hospitals that do not have PCI capability, and in one analysis, 91% of transferred patients had a door-to-balloon time greater than the recommended 90 minutes, with a mean of 152 minutes. (In this case, the door-to-balloon time was the time that elapsed between entry into the first hospital and inflation of the PCI balloon at the second hospital.)

In situations such as these, a combined approach may be appropriate, with thrombolysis delivered by paramedics or at a local facility, followed by transfer to a PCI facility and performance of PCI within a few hours. However, this is feasible only if standardized community-based or regional protocols for prompt transfer and reperfusion are in place.

In this paper we discuss the rationale and the clinical data behind several approaches to combined reperfusion, as well as experiences with community-based care protocols.
WITHIN 3 HOURS OF SYMPTOM ONSET, THROMBOLYSIS IS AS GOOD AS PCI

The PRAGUE-2 trial
In the randomized PRAGUE-2 trial, patients with ST-elevation MI who presented to a non-PCI facility had better outcomes if they were transferred promptly for PCI (median door-to-balloon time 97 minutes), as opposed to receiving local therapy with streptokinase. However, for patients presenting within 3 hours of symptom onset, the mortality rates were comparable with either strategy.

See the glossary of clinical trial names, page 631

The CAPTIM trial
In the CAPTIM trial, patients who presented within 2 hours of symptom onset and who were randomized to receive prehospital thrombolysis had outcomes similar to those of patients treated with primary PCI, despite a short door-to-balloon time (82 minutes).

The Vienna STEMI Registry
In the Vienna STEMI Registry, the mortality rates with primary PCI and with thrombolysis were similar when patients presented within 2 hours of symptom onset. However, as the time from symptom onset increased, primary PCI appeared to offer an increasing survival benefit compared with thrombolysis.

Comments: Thrombolysis is effective mostly in the first 2 to 3 hours, with some benefit up to 12 hours
Previous studies have shown that the sooner thrombolysis is given after symptom onset, the more effective it is. If it is given within an hour of symptom onset, the relative reduction in the mortality rate is 50% and the absolute reduction is 6.5% compared with no reperfusion therapy. If it is started in the second hour, the absolute reduction in the mortality rate drops to 4%, and a lesser benefit extends to patients presenting up to 12 hours after symptom onset. This time-dependent benefit is due to the fact that very early reperfusion of the occluded coronary artery may lead to full recovery of ischemic tissue and thus prevent necrosis. In addition, thrombolysis in the first 2 hours is highly efficacious in lysing a fresh thrombus.

These data support the current guidelines of the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and the American Heart Association (AHA), which state no preference for either thrombolytic therapy or PCI in ST-elevation MI if the presentation is less than 3 hours after symptom onset.

Of note, in the CAPTIM trial and in the Vienna STEMI Registry, rescue PCI was available and was in fact used after thrombolysis in about 25% of patients, which might have contributed to the benefit of early thrombolysis.

PRIMARY PCI MAY NOT BE SUPERIOR IF TRANSFER TIME IS LONG

Another time-related factor to consider is the PCI-related delay, ie, the theoretical difference between the expected time from first medical contact to balloon inflation (if the patient undergoes primary PCI) and the time from first medical contact to the start of thrombolytic therapy (if the patient undergoes primary thrombolysis).

A meta-analysis of 13 trials comparing PCI and thrombolysis showed that a PCI-related delay of more than 60 minutes might negate the potential advantage of primary PCI over immediate thrombolysis in terms of deaths.

This observation has been further refined by data from the National Registry of Myocardial Infarction. In this analysis, patient factors, including age, duration of symptoms, and infarct location, significantly affected the point at which the PCI-related delay negated the survival advantage of primary PCI. The survival advantage of primary PCI was lost more rapidly—with a PCI-related delay as short as 40 minutes—in patients who presented sooner, were younger, or had anterior MI. Primary PCI maintained its survival advantage even with a PCI-related delay longer than 100 minutes in older patients or patients with nonanterior MI presenting more than 3 hours after symptom onset. Given that median door-to-balloon times in the United States may exceed 150 minutes when transfer is involved, primary PCI may be no better than primary thrombolysis in transferred patients who present early or who have large infarcts.
Although these results were derived from a post hoc analysis of a registry and the delay times reported were sometimes inaccurate, they suggest that both the PCI-related delay time and patient characteristics should be considered when selecting a reperfusion strategy. Thrombolytic therapy before and in conjunction with primary PCI was considered a potential solution to these concerns.

In addition, while the benefit of any reperfusion strategy depends on the time of presentation, the loss in benefit by later presentation is less pronounced with primary PCI than with thrombolysis, making thrombolysis less attractive in later presentations (> 3 hours). Also, while thrombolytic therapy in patients older than 75 years was associated with a lower mortality rate compared with no therapy in a large Swedish registry, this benefit was less striking than in younger patients. A meta-analysis of thrombolytic trials failed to show a similar benefit in patients over age 75 vs younger patients, whereas primary PCI remained effective and superior to thrombolysis in the elderly, with more absolute reduction in mortality rates in the elderly subgroup than with younger patients. This makes thrombolysis less attractive in the elderly, either as a stand-alone therapy or in conjunction with PCI. Studies of combined thrombolysis and PCI included very few patients over age 75.

### THREE COMBINATION REPERFUSION STRATEGIES

Three different combination reperfusion strategies for ST-elevation MI have been studied (Figure 1): Facilitated PCI is a strategy of thrombolysis immediately followed by PCI, with a planned door-to-balloon time of 90 to 120 minutes. Pharmacoinvasive therapy means giving thrombolysis at a non-PCI facility and then promptly and systematically transferring the patient to a PCI facility, where PCI is performed 2 to 24 hours after the start of thrombolytic therapy, regardless of whether thrombolysis results in successful reperfusion. Thus, the time to PCI is longer than with facilitated PCI. Facilitated PCI refers to PCI that is performed urgently if thrombolysis fails, failure being defined as persistent hemodynamic or electrical instability, persistent ischemic symptoms, or failure to achieve at least a 50% to 70% resolution of the maximal ST-segment elevation 90 minutes after the infusion is started.

A PCI-related delay > 60 minutes may negate the potential advantage of primary PCI over immediate thrombolysis.
FACILITATED PCI: NEGATIVE RESULTS IN CLINICAL TRIALS

ASSENT-4 PCI trial
In the ASSENT-4 PCI trial,18 patients receiving full thrombolytic therapy before PCI had a higher rate of in-hospital death, bleeding, and cardiovascular events at 90 days than patients treated with primary PCI.

This trial recruited patients arriving at hospitals with or without PCI capability. The door-to-balloon time was about 110 minutes in both groups, which might not have been prolonged enough to show a benefit from a timely addition of thrombolysis. In addition, antiplatelet therapy was limited in these patients: glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors were not given, and clopidogrel (Plavix) was not appropriately preloaded, and this might have offset the potential benefit of early PCI. In fact, data suggest that platelet activation and aggregation are heightened after thrombolysis,21–23 and that glycoprotein IIb/IIIa antagonists can inhibit these effects.23

The FINESSE trial
In the FINESSE trial,19 patients were randomized to undergo primary PCI, to undergo PCI facilitated (ie, preceded) by abciximab (Reopro), or to undergo PCI facilitated by half-dose reteplase (Retavase) and full-dose abciximab. Despite a median door-to-balloon time of 132 minutes, the three strategies were associated with similar rates of death, heart failure, or ischemic outcome at 90 days. Even though the dosage of heparin was weight-adjusted, more major bleeding events occurred with the facilitated strategies.

Comments: Some subgroups may still benefit from facilitated PCI
The results of ASSENT-4 PCI and FINESSE led to the conclusion that PCI facilitated by full-dose thrombolysis should be avoided, and called into question the value of PCI facilitation using glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors with or without half-dose thrombolytic therapy.

However, subgroup analyses of these trials identified some subgroups that may benefit from a facilitated strategy. In ASSENT-4 PCI, 45% of patients were enrolled at PCI hospitals with a minimal PCI-related delay time. These patients had the worst outcome with the facilitated strategy. In contrast, patients who had a short time from pain onset to thrombolysis (2 to 3 hours) and who were given prehos-
Hospital thrombolysis had a trend toward better outcomes with facilitated PCI.24 And in FINESSE, 60% of patients were enrolled at centers with PCI capability. Analysis of a small subgroup of patients with a Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction study (TIMI) risk score of 3 or greater presenting to non-PCI hospitals within 4 hours of symptom onset suggested a potential reduction of ischemic events with the facilitated strategy in these patients.25

Thus, for patients seen in the first 2 to 3 hours after symptom onset, immediate thrombolysis is recommended if PCI will likely be delayed, with or without plans for subsequent early PCI. “Time is muscle,” especially during the first 3 hours.

**PHARMACOINVASIVE STRATEGY: GOOD RESULTS IN HIGH-RISK PATIENTS**

A number of randomized studies during the last 10 years have examined the value of a pharmacoinvasive strategy (Table 1).15,16,26-29

**The TRANSFER-AMI trial**

The TRANSFER-AMI trial15 randomized 1,059 patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI (ie, anterior or high-risk inferior) at non-PCI centers to undergo either pharmacoinvasive care, ie, full-dose tenecteplase (TNKase) with immediate transfer for PCI or standard care, ie, tenecteplase with transfer for rescue PCI if the patient had persistent ST-segment elevation, chest pain, or hemodynamic instability.15 The goal was to perform PCI within 6 hours of thrombolysis, and the median time to PCI was 3.9 hours (range 2–6 hours). In the standard-care group, 35% of patients needed to be transferred for rescue PCI. Unlike in the ASSENT-4 trial, over 80% of patients received aggressive antiplatelet therapy with both 300 mg of clopidogrel and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors.

The rate of cardiovascular events at 30 days was significantly lower with pharmacoinvasive therapy than with standard care and rescue PCI (11% vs 17%, P = .004). This difference was driven by lower rates of recurrent ischemia, reinfarction, and heart failure.

**The CARESS-in-AMI study**

The CARESS-in-AMI study16 found a similar improvement in ischemic outcomes in 600 patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI arriving at non-PCI centers if they had received pharmacoinvasive therapy. Patients received half-dose reteplase and abciximab and were randomized either to be immediately transferred for PCI (median time to PCI 2.25 hours) or to be transferred only if they had persistent ST-segment elevation or clinical deterioration.16 The event rate was low with pharmacoinvasive therapy, comparable to that achieved in primary PCI trials.

Interestingly, no significant increase was seen in the risk of major and minor bleeding in these two trials despite the use of a femoral approach for PCI in over 80% of the cases; this is probably due to the delays between thrombolytic administration and PCI and to the use of a highly fibrin-specific thrombolytic agent and adjusted-dose heparin.

**Meta-analysis of pharmacoinvasive trials**

A meta-analysis29 of studies of systematic early PCI (mainly with stenting) within 24 hours of thrombolysis showed a reduction in the rates of mortality and reinfarction with this strategy, without an increase in the risk of major or intracranial bleeding.30 In contrast to the results of the trials of facilitated PCI, a pharmacoinvasive strategy improved outcomes in these trials because the delay between thrombolysis and PCI was more than 2 hours, ie, long enough to prevent bleeding complications, and because most patients randomized in these trials presented within 2 to 3 hours of symptom onset, when the time to reperfusion is critical. After 3 hours, the PCI-mediated myocardial salvage is less time-dependent. Moreover, trials of pharmacoinvasive strategy used aggressive antiplatelet therapy with clopidogrel and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors.

**Comment:**

Pharmacoinvasive strategy in the guidelines

These results and those of the subgroup analysis from the FINESSE trial suggest that patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI treated at non-PCI hospitals have better outcomes without an increase in major bleeding events when given thrombolysis and then immediately transferred for routine PCI, rather than being transferred only if reperfusion fails.

Hence, the 2009 update of the ACC/AHA...
All patients with cardiogenic shock should be revascularized on an emergency basis

guidelines\textsuperscript{31} gives a class IIa recommendation for transferring patients with anterior ST-elevation MI or high-risk inferior ST-elevation MI treated with thrombolysis to a PCI-capable facility where PCI is performed as part of a pharmacoinvasive or rescue strategy soon after thrombolysis.

This strategy has been particularly studied in patients younger than 75 years presenting with high-risk types of ST-elevation MI early (< 3 hours) after symptom onset. If not at high risk, the patient may be transferred to a PCI facility after receiving thrombolysis or observed in the initial facility (class IIb recommendation). Consideration should be given to starting anticoagulant and antiplatelet therapy before and during transfer—ie, 300 mg of clopidogrel before transfer for PCI and glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor therapy during PCI.

The European Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines\textsuperscript{32} recommend early routine angiography 3 to 24 hours after successful thrombolysis. This time window was selected to avoid PCI during the prothrombotic period in the first few hours after thrombolysis and to minimize the risk of reocclusion with PCI delays of more than 24 hours (class IIa recommendation).

Larger randomized trials are still needed to establish whether the pharmacoinvasive strategy confers a survival benefit, to determine its usefulness in low-risk inferior or lateral ST-elevation MI, and to further refine the time window when PCI is both safe and beneficial after thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{33}

\section*{RESCUE PCI REDUCES MORTALITY RATES}

Rescue PCI is the most accepted form of thrombolysis-PCI combination.

The REACT trial

The REACT trial\textsuperscript{20} showed that rescue PCI performed at a mean of 4.5 hours after failed thrombolysis reduces the rate of adverse cardiovascular events by more than 50% at 6 to 12 months and reduces the 5-year mortality rate by more than 50% compared with conservative management.\textsuperscript{20} As in the pharmacoinvasive strategy, aggressive antiplatelet regimens were used in the REACT trial.

A meta-analysis of rescue PCI trials

A meta-analysis of rescue PCI trials\textsuperscript{34} confirmed these results, showing a reduction in heart failure and reinfarction and a trend toward a lower mortality rate with rescue PCI.\textsuperscript{34} After thrombolysis, 40% of patients do not achieve grade 3 TIMI flow, which explains why in modern clinical trials 30% of patients treated with thrombolysis require rescue PCI.\textsuperscript{5,15,16,35}

For patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI, current ACC/AHA guidelines assign a class IIa recommendation to rescue PCI.\textsuperscript{31}

\section*{WHEN PATIENTS WITH ST-ELEVATION MI PRESENT TO A NON-PCI HOSPITAL}

Transfer for primary PCI vs thrombolysis at the non-PCI hospital

The DANAMI-2 trial\textsuperscript{36} found that immediate transfer for PCI was superior to on-site thrombolytic therapy, as measured by a reduction in the rate of ischemic events (composite of death, myocardial infarction, or stroke at 30 days): 8.5% vs 14.2% (P < .001). There were no deaths during transfer.\textsuperscript{3}

The PRAGUE-2 trial\textsuperscript{4} showed similar results for patients presenting 3 to 12 hours after symptom onset (30-day mortality rate 6% with immediate transfer vs 15.3% with on-site thrombolysis, P < .002), whereas patients presenting within 3 hours of symptom onset had a similar mortality rate with either therapy.\textsuperscript{4}

Comment. These trials showed that transfer for primary PCI is superior to thrombolytic therapy when performed in a timely fashion. However, they were done in countries with established transfer networks and short distances between community hospitals and PCI centers, with a PCI-related delay of only 44 minutes and a door-to-balloon time of 90 minutes despite transfer. The large-scale application of this prompt transfer policy is not practical in most regions in the United States. Thus, a strategy of local thrombolysis followed by routine early transfer for routine or rescue PCI seems warranted when the door-to-balloon time or the PCI-related delay time is expected to be too long.
Experiences with community-based systems of care and prehospital thrombolysis

In Minnesota, Henry et al.37 developed a PCI-based treatment system and an integrated transfer program for ST-elevation MI involving 30 hospitals within 210 miles of the Minneapolis Heart Institute. Participating hospitals were divided into two zones: zone 1 hospitals were within 60 miles, and zone 2 facilities were between 60 and 210 miles from the Heart Institute. Zone 2 patients received half-dose tenecteplase (if thrombolytic therapy was not contraindicated) in anticipation of a lengthy transfer time.

The median door-to-balloon time for zone 1 patients was 95 minutes (interquartile range 82 and 116 minutes) and for zone 2 patients 120 minutes (interquartile range 100 and 145 minutes). The diagnosis of ST-elevation MI was made by the emergency department physician, who activated the system with a phone call. The patient was then directly transferred to the catheterization laboratory, most often by helicopter.

The in-hospital death rate for patients who presented to the PCI center and for patients in zones 1 and 2 was similarly low (about 5%).37

In France, the FAST-MI registry,17 which collected outcome data for different reperfusion strategies, found that thrombolysis yielded in-hospital and midterm results that were comparable to those of primary PCI. Of note, thrombolysis was started early after symptom onset (about 2 hours), and was started in the ambulance in two-thirds of cases. Nearly all patients underwent a pharmacoinvasive strategy that combined thrombolysis with coronary angiography and PCI within 24 hours of symptom onset. These findings suggest that timely thrombolysis followed by semiurgent transfer for PCI is an alternative to primary PCI for patients presenting to hospitals with no PCI capability, and that this alternative offers similar benefit to that of primary PCI.

Five centers in the United States have reported their experience with half-dose thrombolysis in the prehospital setting (in the field or during transfer) or at a non-PCI hospital, followed by prompt transfer to a PCI facility. In this registry of almost 3,000 patients,38 patients treated with thrombolysis had better outcomes than patients directly transferred for primary PCI, with a significantly lower 30-day mortality rate (3.8% vs from 6.4%), and no increase in bleeding.38,39 The mean door-to-balloon time was long (168 minutes in the primary PCI group and 196 minutes in the thrombolysis-PCI group), which might explain the benefit achieved with prompt thrombolysis.

CARDIOGENIC SHOCK

Patients presenting with left ventricular cardiogenic shock derive a large mortality benefit from revascularization, whether they are transferred or directly admitted to a PCI center.40 Moreover, in the SHOCK registry, patients with predominant right ventricular cardiogenic shock had an in-hospital mortality rate similar to that of patients with predominant left ventricular cardiogenic shock, and revascularization (PCI or surgical revascularization) was associated with a strikingly lower mortality rate in both groups.41

Thus, all patients with left or right cardiogenic shock should be revascularized on an emergency basis, either surgically or percutaneously.

While trials of pharmacoinvasive therapy excluded patients with cardiogenic shock,15,16 thrombolytic therapy was associated with improved outcomes in the drug-therapy group of the SHOCK trial and in hypotensive patients randomized in the early thrombolysis trials.13 Thus, the ACC/AHA guidelines recommend thrombolytic therapy before transfer if a patient presents in shock within 3 to 6 hours of onset of the MI and delays in transport and intervention are anticipated.8

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Taking into account the importance of time to presentation, the PCI-related delay time, and patient and MI characteristics, as well as whether a regional transfer system is in place (as in Minnesota), we suggest an algorithmic approach to the management of ST-elevation MI at a non-PCI facility (FIGURE 2).

Every community should develop a coordinated transfer strategy between non-PCI and PCI hospitals
is the preferred approach, according to ACC/AHA and ESC guidelines. Giving thrombolysis immediately before PCI is harmful and thus should be avoided when the expected door-to-balloon time is 90 minutes or less.

All hospitals (whether or not they offer PCI) and regional emergency medical services should participate in a community-based system of care for ST-elevation MI, with protocols for expeditious transfer as defined and coordinated by the American Heart Association initiative “Mission: Lifeline.” In addition, a system of field triage and direct transport to the catheterization laboratory of a PCI facility after field activation significantly reduces door-to-balloon times and improves outcomes.

If such a system is not in place, then a pharmacoinvasive strategy seems best: ie, local full-dose thrombolysis (if not contraindicated) followed by transfer to a PCI facility and routine performance of PCI 2 to 6 hours after thrombolysis—in conjunction with aggressive early dual oral antiplatelet therapy and “downstream” glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibition. This approach is associated with outcomes similar to those of primary PCI.

Prehospital thrombolysis delivered by paramedics and followed by early transfer to a PCI facility has been associated with further reduction in mortality rates compared with in-hospital thrombolysis (as in the Swedish registry), and a reduction in death rate comparable to that of primary PCI in patients presenting early. This is an adequate strategy in regions where such a system can be established.

Patients presenting more than 3 to 4 hours after symptom onset, older patients, and patients with lower-risk MI or a higher risk of bleeding may still be suited for primary PCI even when the door-to-balloon time is 90 to 120 minutes, as stated by the European guidelines, or when the PCI-related delay time is as long as 100 minutes. On the other hand, while the ACC/AHA guidelines recognize that in these patients the mortality advantage of primary PCI vs thrombolytic therapy is maintained with more prolonged door-to-balloon times, they nevertheless state that the focus should be on developing systems of care to increase the number of patients with access to primary PCI in less than 90 minutes rather than extending the acceptable window for door-to-balloon time.

In conclusion, for patients presenting with ST-elevation MI who cannot undergo timely primary PCI, the best approach seems to be prehospital thrombolysis delivered by paramedics or local thrombolysis at the non-PCI hospital followed by transferring the patient and performing PCI within a few hours. This is especially important in patients with high-risk ST-elevation MI who present early after symptom onset, when the extent of myocardial necrosis associated with delayed primary PCI is largest.

In addition, every community should develop a coordinated transfer strategy between non-PCI and PCI hospitals.
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